Chairman: Cheryl Cotman

ocninetynines@gmail.com

Vice Chair: Kristina Hamm
OC99s website: http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new/

November 2018
November 15—Business Meeting 6pm at ACI Jet—
Come join us or participate via teleconference.
Check your email for teleconference instructions.
November 17—IFR Seminar with Michael Church.
See page 14 for details!
November 29—General Meeting 6pm at Kimberly
Yehling’s home. ————————————->
December 9—Holiday Luncheon 11:30 am. See page
3 for details!
December 20—Business Meeting 6pm at ACI Jet—
Come join us or participate via teleconference.
Check your email for teleconference instructions.
February 2—Winter Workshop—Sheraton Four Points,
Aero Drive, San Diego
April 4-7—Spring Section Meeting, Holiday Inn,
Sacramento (near Old Town)

Secretary: Morgan Thorpe
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/

November is our New and
All-Members Meeting!
This is one of the best meetings of the year. We
get to learn about our long-time members and
their current pursuits and have the opportunity to
meet new members.
New members, this is a fantastic time to ask
questions and learn from some of the best and
meet pioneers in aviation. You may even find a
mentor. ;)
Some of our most experienced members will also
be providing presentations on valuable lessons
learned, experiences, and best practices.
We can’t wait to see both new and old faces!
When: November 29 at 6 pm.
Where: Kimberly Yehling’s home. (Be on the
lookout for an email with directions to her
residence.)

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and
mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots,
the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of
aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Helistream—
Group photo
by Alan
Engard

Happy November!
Welcome to the holiday season!
Many enjoyed viewing the Great Pacific Air
Show in our beautiful backyard (or is it our front
yard?). Next year, be ready to volunteer for our 99s
booth! We continue to have lots of fun aviation
activities happening in our area. The “Festival of Flight”, coming up Nov. 17th at Long Beach
Airport from 10am to 4pm, will be a great activity to attend as a 99s group! Who's interested?
Send me an email if you are thinking about attending the “Festival of Flight” with fellow 99s.
It’s never too early to be healthy! Let’s get sporty! On Sunday March 3rd, OC99s will
participate in the Tustin Hangar Run to raise money for our scholarship program. How
appropriate for pilots to be present to enjoy the Tustin Hangar landmarks! Thank you to Trish
Magdaleno. The Tustin Chamber of Commerce has put our logo up on the "Tustin Hanger Run"
website. Check it out at http://tustinhangarhalf.com/supporting-non-profits/. No matter if you
are a seasoned runner, a walker, or just a “scoot-along”, please join us for this festive event! I
tend to “ralk” – part run (admittedly more like lumbering), part walk. ;) Please encourage
fellow pilots, friends, family, and acquaintances to register early for the “Tustin Hangar Run”
and to be sure to enter the 99s as their nonprofit of choice. Trish has started an Orange County
99s Team; choose our team too! Did I mention dogs are welcome? Yippee! More fun buddies!
Join us all at “Members Night” on Nov. 29th! Bring flying stories to share! Our hightime pilots will share their adventure highlights. Remember we ALL have flying adventures no
matter how dramatic or seemingly mild. You may even bring a daydream. We want to hear!
OC 99s will gather for our Holiday Luncheon at 11:30 on Dec. 9th. Please check your
inbox for an evite and RSVP by Nov. 30th! Sponsorships are available for those in need. We
want everyone to attend!
Remember many women fought years ago to even have the right to vote. Let’s represent
the legacy of magnificent women and vote in this year’s election!

May you have a lovely Thanksgiving time!

-Cheryl

Orange Count 99’s
Holiday Luncheon
When: Sunday, December 9th, 2018 at 11:30 am
Where: Wineworks For Ever one, 26342 Oso Parkway, Mission Viejo, CA
Please join us for our annual holiday luncheon! Guests will dine on multiple
small plates that are sure to please. Cost is $35 per person. Please pay by cash,
check, Pay al (via our website), or Venmo. (Click here to pay via our website:
h ://oc99s.sws99s.org/new/) Sponsorships are available!
Please RSVP by November 30, 2018

In keeping with t adition, we will collect unwrapped giﬅs
for the Orangewood Children’s Home, ages 0-16.

~ Irene Engard

What you missed:

Camaraderie — The more you go,
the more (members) you know.

Adventure—
Indoor Skydiving
Entertainment — First Class musical—Bonnie & Clyde

Mee ng our Sec on Professional Pilot of the year (Marisia Makowski—Reno High Sierra)
and Pilot of the year (Marcie Smith—Santa Clara Valley). Of course we were roo ng for Karen
Vaughn and Diane Myers but I had heard that the compe on was the best ever.

My Roomie, Dea with her air race
partner, Nora Feddal (Bakersﬁeld
& Los Angeles Chapters)

Mee ng Monika Petrillo and watching her Flyabout Australia adventure (which was premiered at our chapter way
back in 2008).
A tribute to former Governor Penny Nagy whom we lost all too suddenly. A fund
has been created at the Sec on level to honor Penny’s memory by developing a
children’s learning center at our 99s museum in OKC.

Orange county was represented by the following members:
Irene Engard, Marikay Lindstrom, Shirley McFall, Diane Myers,
Lianne Oakes, Pat Pren ss, Karen Vaughn and Lena Wilson.

Irene, Marikay, Diane, Karen, Jeﬀ & Lena at the banquet.

What you need to know:

Lunch—Marikay, Diane, Irene, & Shirley.

The sec on moved to hire ClubExpress as the vendor for our Southwest Sec on mee ng
registra on site. The format we have been using for the past 15 years will be re red (as it was too red to perform all
the required func ons). A request to explore a more economical method using a web pay format was also approved.
Plan ahead: November 2, 2019 our organiza on will be 90 years old. We are planning a World Fly Day and
showcasing our “Let’s Fly Now” program (similar to Young Eagles).
NIFA (Intercollegiate ﬂying compe on) will be November 13-17, 2018 at Embry Riddle in Presco , AZ. Virginia
Harmer, San Gabriel Valley Chapter (dvharmer@gmail.com) would welcome any 99s who would like to assist.

Check out “member beneﬁts” on the Interna onal website in the Members area. Vista Print is great for business cards.
We added 300 new members to the Southwest Sec on over the past 12 months.
Mark your calendars: Winter Workshop — 02/02/2019 — Sheraton Four Points, Aero Dr,
San Diego
Spring Sec on mee ng—04/04 to 04/07/2019—Holiday Inn, Sacramento (near Old Town)

SWS Treasurer—Irene - SWS Secretary—Dea Paye e

AOPA 2018 FLIGHT TRAINING EXPERIENCE AWARD
~By Carol Bennett
A few months ago, I received an email from AOPA notifying me that I had been nominated for consideration in their
annual national flight training experience awards program. I was told that I should email any students or pilots I had
given instruction to over the previous twelve months and invite them to go onto the AOPA website and complete a survey
about their flight training experience with me. I reviewed my logbook; sent
out the emails – and then didn’t really think too much more about it!
The telephone call from Amber Kite (Aviation Program Operations
Specialist, AOPA) telling me about the award I was to receive for the best
flight instructor Western Region, came as a big surprise! In fact I was so
overwhelmed, that much of the detail of our conversation was completely
lost. I do recall that she had said that they had received a very big response
from my students; all of whom had very nice things to say about me!
“Don’t worry” Amber said – sensing that I wasn’t really taking in much of
what she was telling me - “I’ll be sending you an email shortly, with all the
details”.
Amber’s email arrived an hour or so later, and I realized that I was one of
only five regional instructor award recipients. The awards dinner was only
ten days away and organizing to get over to the east coast and be gone for four or five days at such short notice was not
going to be easy. I called Stephen, who was working in Puerto Rico, to tell
him the news and he convinced me that I had to get myself over to Frederick
MD, and that he would fly up to join me there for a few days. My son, James,
was also very excited and said he would be able to drive down from New
Jersey to attend the awards dinner.
Over the next few days I received further emails from staff at AOPA, with
information about the Redbird Migration three-day seminar and the awards
dinner which was to be held on the evening of the second day. This annual
event included classes and seminars for flight instructors and flight schools,
with the goal of increasing the growth of the national general aviation
population with a focus on student retention, safety, and incorporating
technology and simulators into the training experience. All the staff at AOPA
are totally committed to the aviation community and do an outstanding job with updating their online courses and training
resources and providing many great services to all pilots – whatever their aviation experience might be. Having the
opportunity to meet and talk with the various AOPA staff, along with other instructors and flight industry professionals,
was a great experience.
Being recognized as an independent instructor, unaffiliated with a flight school
or training academy, was a huge deal for me. Flight students are required to
commit a lot of time, effort and money to achieve their goals – whether it be
initial certification, recurrent training,
or more advanced ratings, and they
deserve no less than 100% from their
instructors in return. I hope I can
continue to provide my students with
the level of training and support they
need – it’s an ongoing learning process
– both for them and for me!!

October 2018 Press Release

CAROL BENNETT NAMED BEST IN THE WESTERN REGION BY AOPA
Santa Ana, CA – Carol Bennett has been recognized for her high standard of flight instruction by The
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA), the world’s large aviation association. Carol has been
recognized as the Best Flight Instructor in the Western Region, a title given to the top scoring flight
instructor from AOPA’s 2018 Flight Training Experience Survey. She is the only instructor in the
Western Region to earn this recognition.

AOPA’s Flight Training Experience Awards were created to highlight the best flight training the industry
has to offer. “We were excited to see how many customers described our winners this year as including
them as part of a family and helping them join a rich aviation community,” said Chris Moser, Senior
Director, Flight Training Education of AOPA’s Flight Training Initiative. “Giving the personal touch, in
addition to providing great flight training, is something we know helps create lifelong pilots.”
The 2018 awards were drawn from flight students and pilots who voluntarily reviewed their flight
training experience last summer through an AOPA online customer satisfaction survey. The process
yielded an evaluation of 954 different flight schools and 1,849 individual flight instructors.

Uh oh . . . We have a problem with the airplane!
That is deﬁnitely NOT what you want to hear from your pilot!

~ by Diane Myers

In mid July Chris Stulik, OC 99 who lives in Tahoe, sent an invita on to Celia Vanderpool, Jan Peterson
(former OC99, now living in Boise), and me to stay at her house during the Reno Air Races. How could we
resist? Celia quickly bought ckets for the Chairman’s Hospitality Tent, and Chris got shu le bus ckets
to the airﬁeld. We’re in for this adventure!
Chris wrote: “I LOVE YOUR HEARTS FOR COMING TO SEE ME AND MY FIRST TIME AT THE RENO AIR
RACES..................TRULY A BUCKET LIST THING..............I'M BRINGING A BUCKET!!! SO EXCITED. You know
the me I was going to go to the Reno Air Races, I was invited by Diane, Princess Bu ercup Ti erington
Machado, to go to the Moya Lear party with Astronauts and everything! Next day was 9/11......................
Will never forget. Broke my heart on so many levels. Wow. But I got to spend 8 years at the ﬁre
department and when I re red, before my last ‘Ride Along’ they said I could raise the ﬂag for the day.
Very special for me. We always observed 9/11 and ‘Never Forgot.’"
Thursday morning, Sept 13, Celia and I had a lovely ﬂight in her beau ful Cessna 180 from Oceanside to
Lake Tahoe area, planning to land at Truckee. Enroute we checked winds, which were ge ng stronger
and gus er, so we kept our op ons open: South Lake Tahoe or Placerville, 37nm west. Approaching the
lake, Celia determined that she could land safely at TVL with 20kt headwind. A er we ed the airplane
down at South Lake Tahoe to keep it from blowing away in the gusty winds, Celia went back to kiss her
spinner (tradi on). Then she said: “We have a problem with the airplane.” No @#$%& - we have a
problem! Long crack across the spinner. How and when did that happen? No indica ons of any
problems in ﬂight.

Crack almost all the way across the
bo om half of the spinner.

As we waited for Chris Stulik to pick us up, we contemplated our “situa on.” There is NO maintenance at
TVL. The FBO gave me the name of a mechanic at Carson City, 22nm, but farther by road.

Diane, Chris, Jan, Celia

Chris drove us to her house in
Homewood on the west side of the lake
where we were warmly greeted by
Hubble, Chris’s “ferocious guard dog.”
Jan Peterson arrived soon therea er,
having driven from Boise. The four of
us hadn’t been together for several
years, so we had lots to catch up on!

Hubble on guard duty.

What to do? Go to the races on Friday? Stay at Chris’s and make phone calls to ﬁnd a spinner? We
went to the races, bought pit passes, and walked around the beau ful airplanes for a couple of hours.
Friday’s crowd was light, so it was easy to see the planes and take pictures.

I ran into two pilots from Sunrise who ﬂew a DA-40 to Reno. Once the Chairman’s Hospitality Tent
opened, we found a table in the shade, got some food, and started making phone calls. Celia called
connec ons in the Cessna 180/185 groups in Idaho, Montana, Alaska – no luck. I called Rich, the
mechanic from Carson City and texted him the picture of the spinner crack. He called his connec ons
around the country, no luck.
We watched the races
between calls.
Just a er lunch, Chris
suggested calling Jay, of Jay’s
Aircra Maintenance, SNA.
Since I had been ﬂying with
a pilot in a C310 co-owned
by Jay’s son, Amir, I had become acquainted with Jay. So, I called Jay and explained our predicament and
texted him the picture. He said he might have a spinner from a 182 in his shop that might ﬁt, and would
get back to me. About 30 minutes later Jay texted several pictures of an unpainted spinner from a Cessna
180. I called him right back – he said we could “borrow the spinner.” Now – how to get it from SNA to
TVL? . . . Jay suggested Don, owner of the 310 – said it
would be a “good experience for him.” So, I texted Don
and asked if he would like to ﬂy to South Lake Tahoe!
Don called back and said “sure” – and that his friend,
Sato (former Sunrise CFI, current SkyWest Captain),
could ﬂy with him. That made me feel more
comfortable, since the weather was very unstable.
Don and Sato took oﬀ from SNA Friday a ernoon at
4:25, landed TVL at 6:19, 10 minutes before the FBO closed. I called Rich, the Carson City mechanic, and
told him the replacement spinner was on its way. Rich said he could drive over Saturday a er his kids’
soccer games.
Saturday morning sky dawned bright blue. We ate a leisurely breakfast, then Jan packed up and started
her drive back to Boise. Around noon Rich texted that he was on his way to TVL from Carson City.

By the me we arrived, Rich had removed the cracked spinner from Celia’s airplane. Next, he conﬁrmed
the integrity of the backing plate, then checked the replacement spinner for correct ﬁt. He posi oned it
over the prop, placed a few bolts loosely in place, and put several scribes through other holes to match
them up – a good ﬁt! Rich secured all the bolts and gave Celia a signoﬀ for her aircra ’s logbook.

Chris holds the cracked
spinner.

Rich checks the ﬁt of the
borrowed spinner.

Rich secures the spinner to
Celia’s airplane.

Rich and Celia—blue spinner
and borrowed spinner.

Chris, Celia, and I drove back toward Homewood and bought sandwiches, which we ate outside overlooking the lake. There was A LOT of relief knowing we could ﬂy the airplane back home!

Sunday morning Chris drove Celia and me to TVL where we loaded up the airplane, pre-ﬂighted carefully,
checked weather (VFR), and promised to come back to visit soon. The winds were calm, so Celia took oﬀ
toward the lake to climb, then turned southwest over the hills toward central valley. With smooth air
and light headwinds, we landed in Oceanside around noon. Celia’s mechanic
met us at her hangar and removed the loaner spinner so that Celia could return
it to Jay on Monday, with a big “thank you for the
loan!”

I kissed our loaner spinner!

Now the hunt for a spinner con nues . . . anybody
know of someone who will part with a spinner for
a Cessna 180 with a McCauley prop???

Celia’s mechanic removed
the loaner spinner.

Sato and Don with C310 back at SNA.

LAX Tower Tour

~By Becky Valdez

What a privilege to be able to have a private tour of the LAX Control Tower!
Kiersten Ellis, Melody Liddell, Becky Valdez, and Amy Davis battled the local
freeways all the way from Oceanside to Los Angeles for this event and were not
disappointed.
Our tour guide, Wendy, was very patient with us as we overloaded her with
questions. LAX tower is shorthanded, and the controllers are working harder
than ever to keep the ground and the skies safe for the traveling public.
The birds’ eye view was unbelievable. One interesting note is that the
controllers have no line of sight to the Southwest gates. They have cameras on
the gates and monitor the activity from desk top monitors.
Melody asked Wendy about general aviation (GA) traffic at LAX. Wendy said that
there actually are GAs on the field, but that they are sent WAY OVER to the west
side of the field and they have zero priority.

Our tour guide, Wendy, speaking with
Becky, Kiersten, and Amy.

LAX continues to be in the top for busiest airports in the world.
Lunch at the Marriott following our tour was the perfect
debrief.

The tour gang L-R: Kiersten Ellis, Melody
Liddell, Becky Valdez, and Amy Davis

Looking up from the base of the
LAX Control Tower.

Backstage at the Great Pacific Airshow
~By Karen Vaughn
Hubby Jeff and I went to the Great Pacific Airshow at Huntington
Beach (October 19-21), on Saturday. The featured spectacular aerial
feats and demonstrations were amazing. But the real treat was on
Sunday, getting up close with some of the real people and planes at
the airshow staging at Los Alamitos Joint Forces Training Base.
First was a tour of the Air Force’s C-17 mega transport plane by 97th
Air Mobility Wing (AMW) pilot Maj. Dustin Dere. This
McDonnell-Douglas (Boeing) behemoth calls Altus (OK) Air Force
Base home. It can transport 6-7 Humvees or an M1 Abrams Tank.
This plane has brought up to 102 service personnel out of
Afghanistan per trip. All of this happens under the control of 3 pilots and 2 loadmasters, with enroute fueling
from an aerial refueling plane.
What brought Maj. Dere to this spot in his career? Dere wanted to
travel the world and be a pilot, so enlisted into the US Air Force
and was accepted into pilot training. Nine years later he enjoys
sharing about being a pilot and the C17 at Altus AFB education
events.
Our tour of the Coast Guard’s HC 27J Spartan medium range
surveillance plane was started by pilot Lt. Cmdr. David Corey. He
talked about the
primary purpose of the
Coast Guard’s air
Maj. Dustin Dere and Mrs. Vaughn
support being search
dwarfed by the C17.
and rescue. They are
also available to help
law enforcement agencies from Alaska to Cabo San Lucas. Pilot Lt.
Andre Jones-Butler (JB) continued the tour pointing out that though
reliable; during landings, the side load of the plane is delicate. It will
roll if the bank exceeds 4 degrees. Ouch. The Coast Guard is also
having a rough time finding parts, sometimes actually making the
parts themselves.
The Coast Guard’s HC 27J Spartan
Medium Range Surveillance Plane back
from Huntington Beach.

Lt JB’s father was a pilot in the Air Force, so the expectation was that
Lt. JB follow in that legacy. After carefully looking at options, he
chose the Coast Guard.

Both Lt. Cmdr. Corey and Lt. JB agree that prospective pilots need to seriously consider the Coast Guard’s
College Student Pre-commissioning Initiative (CSPI) Scholarship program “designed for college juniors and
seniors who demonstrate high academic and leadership excellence.” Students can have two years of fully paid
tuition while they participate in four hours of weekly Coast Guard duties during the school year. It gives students
a fast track to complete officer’s candidate school.
Maj. Chris Yeager is pilot of the Air Force’s KC-135 Stratotanker aerial refueling aircraft. This Boeing Heavy
was built the year I was born, ’57. The crew consists of pilot, co-pilot, boom operator, and navigator. Besides
refueling, the KC-135 can be part of aeromedical missions, airlifting up to 37 people.

Maj. Yeager caught the flying “bug” at 8 years old via his grandfather, who was an EAA Young Eagles Pilot.
From the Charlotte NC area, Maj. Yeager originally wanted to become an American Airlines’ pilot. After
college, he was accepted into the Air Force Academy and has logged over 2500 flight hours in the KC-135. He
stressed that there is a serious shortage of pilots and hopes that with STEM centered activities and programs like
Young Eagles, more kids will want to become pilots. He also mentioned that it was a significant advantage being
a private pilot before he entered the Air Force Academy.
Staff Sgt. Ashley Corkins wanted a career in broadcasting radio and
television. The US Air Force provided that opportunity for her. The
Public Affairs Specialist has enjoyed travelling to 15 different countries
producing infomercials on the Armed Forces networks. It was a real treat
for her to be a passenger in the two-seater Thunderbird F-16 on the way
from Sacramento to Los Alamitos by way of San Francisco, capturing
photos of icons like the Golden Gate Bridge and Yosemite.
Staff Sgt. Mike Knapp knew he wanted to join the military. He just didn’t
know what he wanted to do. After graduating from high school, he joined
Mrs. Vaughn interviewing from
the Air Force. Though he didn’t have an aviation background, he became a
the Air Force’s KC-135
Stratotanker aerial refueling
fuel systems specialist. Through the Air Force Portal, he learned of and
plane.
applied for an opening for being a Thunderbirds Maintainer. With one more
year committed to keeping the T-Birds in working order, Staff Sgt. Knapp
has his eye on becoming a pilot. This extra goal, he assures me, is slow, but sure. I said that if I could become a
pilot in my fifties, he could surely do it! I hope to one day see him in Thunderbird 1!
The amazing Thunder Birds (plus a Bird-Wonder!) capped Saturday’s events. What a great day! I met pilots,
maintainers, crewmen, and a videographer. I climbed into three huge planes and baked in the sun. The force of
the six Thunderbird jets was amazing and invigorating. Thank you, US Air Force and US Coast Guard personnel,
for spending time with me and sharing your experiences.

Flying. Got to love it!

Thunderbird 1 preparing for taxiing to
RWY 22L.

Our own Ewurabena is in a TV ad!
I wanted to share some good news with the group. I was asked to be in a TV ad promoting STEM for
young girls/women. A shorter version of the ad below is
being run nation wide, and I thought it will be cool to share
this with the 99s. Anyway, my love to everyone, and
hopefully I can join the next event.
Thanks and see you soon!
Ewurabena
Click on the picture to the right to view the YouTube video,
“Celebrate STEM by Thanking Your Role Model”

Women in Aviation Scholarships
Scholarship awards are a major benefit of membership in Women in Aviation International. In the past 20 years, WAI has disbursed more than $10 million to
its members to help them reach their goals and advance into the aviation and aerospace careers they have always dreamed about. Thanks to our generous
sponsors, there is truly something for every interest.
The 2018 scholarship program will begin in July and run through November 13, 2018. Applicants must be a member of Women in Aviation International by
November 1, 2018, and may apply for no more than two scholarships. Internships are not included in the two per member scholarship limit.
More information: https://www.wai.org/education/scholarships

Figure 1 Foundation Fixed Wing Private Pilot Scholarships
1. Fixed wing private pilot license. No matter your level of experience, we will provide funding through the private pilot check-ride. All materials and test
expenses necessary for the license are covered in this program. We will provide up to $12,600 in total funding.
2. Tail-wheel endorsement. The applicant must have a private pilot license or higher accreditation to apply. We will provide up to $1,750 in total funding.
3. Upset recovery/spin training and introduction to aerobatics. This program provides you with a FAA spin endorsement. You will obtain the experience
needed for correct and precise actions responding to in-flight emergencies and unusual attitude recovery. You will also obtain the ability to perform an
aerobatic sequence and achieve an IAC Smooth Award. The applicant must have a private pilot license or higher accreditation to apply. We will provide up
to $3,800 in total funding.
4. Aerobatic judge certification. This certification program covers the cost of a weekend judges’ school, travel cost to and from the aerobatic contest where
you earn your required judge’s assisting, and regional judge’s exam cost. No prior flight experience needed.
More information: http://www.figure1foundation.com/apply/

Front row (left): Linda Eldridge, Patty Murphy, Kristina Hamm, Irene Engard, Karen Vaughn, Torie Smith, Carol Eastman,
Melody Liddell, Zara Nemati Second row: Diane Titterington-Machado, Colleen Handrahan, Bev Allen, Kiersten Ellis, Sanjal Gavande,
Lena Wilson, Tiphani Sach, Pat Noyes Prentiss, Lina Shi, Mary Kohler, Becky Valdez, Pam Hengsteler, Ann Beeghly
Photographer Alan Engard
Better late than never, this is a follow-up on our May 9th meeting at HeliStream, which gave us the opportunity for the above photo.
HeliStream rolled out the red carpet again and gave us another fascinating and enlightening program on lying helicopters. These pilots
never disappoint. This busy full-service helicopter company with three locations has been in operation for 35 years. They operate ten
different models of helicopters lying a wide variety of different missions. The enthusiasm of their talented professional pilots was
infectious. Included in our photo is our very own helicopter pilot, Torie Smith.
If HeliStream is kind enough to provide us with a future program, be sure not to miss it —I certainly won't!

~IFR REFRESHER COURSE~
Presented by Michael Church of Sunrise Avia on
Saturday, November 17, 2018 at the JWA Commission Room, 3160 Airway Avenue, Costa
Mesa.
Registra on starts at 8:30 am and class will conclude at 3:30 pm. Cost is $75 per person.
This class qualiﬁes for Wings credit. Lunch and classroom supplies are included.
This class will sell out quickly! Please make your reserva on soon via our website’s PayPal
bu on. h p://oc99s.sws99s.org/new/
Ques ons? Toss them my way. ~Pat Pren ss

RUNNIN' ON EMPTY
AOPA Pilot Protective Services September 1, 2018
By Kenneth Stahl, MD, FACS
https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/articles-by-author/kenneth-stahl
In last month’s post we went over some things I’ve always wondered about, like gear-up landings. Let’s talk about
another topic I can’t quite understand, running out of gas. Not to be outdone by the catchy Jackson Browne song title I
used here, the NTSB titled their report on the subject “Flying on Empty.” In this
August 2017 Safety Alert (SA 067) they state, “Running out of fuel in a car is an
inconvenience, running out of fuel in an aircraft is unthinkable.”
Unthinkable or not, it happens all the time in general aviation, almost twice a
week, and as with other topics I’ve discussed in this space, I’m interested in the
cognitive process that goes on in a pilot’s head when this mistake occurs. The
same question I posed last month applies to this situation: Did the dog not bark or
did the pilot just not listen? When an airplane runs out of gas a few miles up in
the sky, I have to believe that the old dog is yelping away loud and clear, but the
pilot is just not paying attention.

Photography of night flying in a
Cessna 172 Skyhawk. AOPA NACC
(FDK)Frederick, MD USA.

Running out of gas in the air is not quite as simple as it might seem. Running out
of gas is referred to by the NTSB as “fuel exhaustion.” There are also accidents, called “fuel starvation,” that occur when
there is still gas in the tanks that doesn’t reach the engines. This can be due to things like improperly set fuel selector,
water contamination, or cross feed errors. Fuel exhaustion accounted for 56% of fuel-related accidents while fuel
starvation was responsible for 35% of these accidents. Other incidental incidents complete the package.
Fuel starvation and fuel exhaustion accident studies show some interesting data. For one thing, this is not something
that just happens to low time pilots or student pilots. Almost half of pilots involved in fuel management accidents hold
either a Commercial or Air Transport Pilot certificate (48%). Pilots holding private or sport pilot certificates make up
50%. Only 2% of accidents involved student pilots. The NTSB data also indicates that the rate of fuel-related accidents
shows an increasing trend line over the four years of the review (2011-2015). Fuel mismanagement is the sixth leading
cause of general aviation accidents in the U.S. per these statistics.
Every aviation organization, including the FAA, NTSB, and also in these pages, the AOPA, has offered training and
operational lessons to pilots on how to avoid this mistake. All these publications offer salient advice that, in the end,
boils down to “just don’t do it.” But even with all this good advice available, digging a little deeper into the NTSB report,
we find that 95% of these incidents involve “pilot personal issues” as the cause. That applies to both types of mistakes,
whether there’s gas onboard that the pilot didn’t feed to the engines or the pilot just ran out of gas altogether. The cure
for this illness, according to these publications, is a bit of circular logic and states “prudent pilot action can eliminate
these issues.” However, before we come up with a cure, it’s important to understand the reasons these incidents occur
and what’s going on in the pilots’ heads.
The causes of these accidents fall into several categories, all related to pilot perceptions of their mission and fuel
requirements. The first perceptual fault deals with poor decision-making and usually involves multiple areas of the flight.
One issue involves weather such as unexpected headwinds or stronger than anticipated headwinds. One of those old
pilot adages that have been drilled into us is that “any attempt to stretch fuel loads is always met by an increasing
headwind component.” Rescue and military pilots who fly over large expanses of open water are particularly aware of
fuel consumption. They have a term called “BINGO,” which is the farthest point they can fly out over the water and turn
around and still safely get back to the runway. If they never overfly their BINGO point on the map, there is always fuel to
return. That includes accounting for the most unfavorable wind shifts from tailwinds to headwinds.
Another factor in poor in flight decision-making is diverting around weather and not accounting for that in the fuel
utilization totals. The same holds for missed approaches and sequencing delays. Carrying extra fuel to divert to the

alternate airport and still land with safe reserves is well covered by FAA regulations and known to every pilot, but still
routinely ignored with dire consequences.
Yet another perceptual problem is thinking that somehow you are exempt from the laws of physics. Some pilots who are
involved in fuel starvation accidents believe that because they “gotta get there” they will receive a waiver from the laws
of physics and they can will their engines to run on just vapors, or they can push the throttles up and somehow shorten
the time and distance to their destination (thereby using up the remaining fuel quicker). One training lesson that needs
to be drummed into pilots is that the laws of physics grant no waivers and apply to everyone equally. A subset of the
hubris of this mindset is not admitting there is a problem when it becomes obvious and declaring an emergency or
declaring low fuel and demanding an expedited routing or approach clearance from ATC. Fessing up and getting on the
ground expeditiously requires swallowing your pride but saving your airplane and possible your own and your
passengers’ lives. The FAA might ask a few questions, but the pilot in command has absolute authority to make these
requests and have them granted by ATC.
Improper planning is another category of perceptual errors that contribute to this error. Some pilots just don’t do the
math, or they do it wrong and don’t check their calculations. Even worse is that some pilots don’t plan their flights at all.
Sometimes these pilots have just chalked it up to “bad luck.” There really is no excuse for this mistake in our current era
of computerized flight planning with numerous websites that will do all of these calculations as long as the correct
information is put into the system. Guessing or assuming that things will work out has no place in the sky and also
contributes to these accidents. Nearly two-thirds of these mishaps result from these types of flight-planning deficiencies
such as inaccurate estimation of fuel requirements or failure to monitor fuel consumption in flight, leading to complete
fuel exhaustion.
Mismanagement of the fuel that is onboard contributes to almost half of these accidents. These mistakes involve failure
to switch tanks or cross feed properly, or just not understanding the systems of the airplane. Again, this is a training,
experience, and knowledge error that should be solved long before the airplane leaves the runway.
In this category of mismanagement of the fuel onboard is the inadequate pre-flight inspection. High wing airplanes
require a stepladder and a little more effort to check fuel tank levels than low wings that you can just look into. Failure
to accurately sink the dipstick all the way into the tanks and confirm fuel loads can be due to laziness, complacency, or
just lack of attention to crucial details. An answer to this is to top off the tanks before each flight and therefore be sure
that they are full. This takes all the guesswork out of the flight and also makes the math easier in flight. One fuel
exhaustion report I reviewed involved a five-minute ferry flight to an adjacent airport and the plane ran out of gas two
minutes into the flight. Another disturbing NTSB accident report on fuel starvation cited a pilot who sumped the tanks
for water but failed to notice that the sump valve did not seal after he withdrew the fuel tester; the tanks drained in
flight, leading to a crash. Checking to be sure the tank sump valves are sealed after checking for fuel contamination and
leakage requires an extra step and is part of a thorough pre-flight inspection.
Distractions can be a factor also. As we talked about last month in this space, pilots facing task overload and distractions
can develop tunnel vision that blocks out the low fuel alert warnings. This requires constant reorientation to the
instrument scan that must include the fuel gauges on every pass over the panel. This can also be avoided if the pilot
knows how much fuel the airplane is using on the current flight per hour and how much was in the tanks to start so even
if the gauges don’t track accurately, the math should be rechecked frequently against the clock and ground track.
After looking at all these reports and statistics, I’m left at the end right back where I started. These incidents are hard to
comprehend and we have to assume that the dog is home, barking and warning the pilot who is just not listening or
hasn’t planned for the mission. Maybe the dog has been barking so long that the pilot is just attenuated to the warnings
and can’t hear it anymore and this can lead to a fatal error. In 500 BC, the famous Chinese warlord Sun Tzu wrote The
Art of War, which is still quoted and used today in modern battle strategy. A helpful lesson pilots need to learn from this
work deals with planning ahead. “Now the general who wins a battle makes many calculations in his temple ’ere the
battle is fought. The general who loses a battle makes but few calculations beforehand.” Plan ahead; it’s a simple lesson
that applies as much today as it did 2,600 years ago.

Happy November Birthdays!
5 Mingming Xiao
25 Therese Paul
27 Beverly Allen

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99
women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"
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Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

